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Abstract - This paper presents a novel approach to data ingestion leveraging serverless architecture on Amazon Web Services 

(AWS). Traditional data ingestion methods often face challenges such as scalability limitations and high operational 

overhead. In contrast, serverless computing offers a promising solution by abstracting infrastructure management and scaling 

resources dynamically based on demand. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach through experimentation and 

performance evaluation. Results show significant improvements in scalability, resource utilization, and cost efficiency 

compared to traditional approaches. Additionally, we discussed the design considerations, implementation details, and best 

practices for deploying and managing the serverless data ingestion framework on AWS. Overall, our framework provides a 

robust solution for efficiently ingesting data into cloud environments, offering benefits in terms of scalability, flexibility, and 

cost-effectiveness. By utilizing serverless architecture, the framework enables automatic scaling and resource provisioning, 

reducing operational overhead and optimizing costs. 
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1. Introduction 
The development of a serverless data ingestion 

framework on AWS presents a compelling solution for 

organizations seeking efficient and cost-effective ways to 

ingest, process, and store large volumes of data. By 

leveraging, this framework eliminates the need for 

provisioning and managing infrastructure, thereby reducing 

operational complexity and costs. This paper aims to 

introduce and explore the architecture, components, and 

benefits of a serverless data ingestion framework deployed 

on AWS. Through a comprehensive examination, including 

case studies and performance evaluations, we demonstrate 

the effectiveness and scalability of this framework in 

handling diverse data ingestion scenarios. Overall, the 

serverless data ingestion framework on AWS offers a 

promising approach for organizations while minimizing 

overhead and maximizing efficiency. Traditional data 

ingestion approaches often involve managing complex 

infrastructure, which can be costly, time-consuming, and 

resource-intensive. In this context, this paper introduces a 

novel Serverless Data Ingestion Framework designed 

specifically for Amazon Web Services. The framework 

streamlines the process of ingesting, processing, and storing 

data without the need for managing servers or infrastructure. 

AWS Glue stands out as a fully at its core, AWS Glue 

comprises essential components, including the AWS Glue 

Data Catalog, acting as a central metadata repository. This 

Data Catalog seamlessly replaces an Apache Hive metastore, 

offering enhanced functionality (further details are available 

in the Catalog and search section of this document). 

Additionally, AWS Glue incorporates an ETL job system, 

automating the generation of Python and Scala code while 

effectively managing ETL job processes. Illustrated below is 

a high-level depiction of the architectural framework 

characterizing an AWS Glue environment.  

 

2. Review of Literature 
The emergence of serverless computing has 

revolutionized the way organizations handle data processing 

tasks in the cloud. With the advent of serverless 

architectures, such as those offered by Amazon Web 

Services (AWS), organizations can now streamline their data 

ingestion processes while minimizing operational overhead 

and infrastructure costs. Several studies have highlighted the 

benefits of serverless computing in the context of data 

ingestion frameworks. A comparative analysis of serverless 

and traditional data ingestion approaches demonstrating that 

serverless architectures offer superior scalability, reliability, 

and cost-effectiveness. By leveraging AWS Lambda, 

Amazon Kinesis, and Amazon S3, organizations can 

automate the data ingestion process, allowing for seamless 

scalability and efficient resource utilization [1-4]. The 

performance characteristics of serverless data ingestion 

frameworks on AWS focus on factors such as throughput, 

latency, and cost. 

http://www.internationaljournalssrg.org/
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Fig. 1 AWS glue framework 
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Their findings revealed that serverless architectures 

exhibit excellent scalability and reliability, making them 

well-suited for handling large volumes of data in real time. 

The security implications of serverless data ingestion 

frameworks emphasise the importance of implementing 

robust authentication and access control mechanisms. In 

addition to academic research, several industry reports and 

case studies have highlighted the successful implementation 

of serverless data ingestion frameworks on AWS [14, 16]. A 

case study demonstrated how AWS services are leveraged to 

build a serverless data ingestion pipeline, resulting in 

significant cost savings and operational efficiencies. Overall, 

the literature suggests that serverless data ingestion 

frameworks on Amazon Web Services offer a scalable, cost-

effective, and streamlined approach to handling data 

processing tasks in the cloud. By automating the ingestion 

process and leveraging AWS's robust infrastructure, 

organizations can unlock the full potential of their data assets 

while minimizing complexity and overhead. Within the 

realm of data processing, serverless architectures present 

significant opportunities for streamlining data ingestion 

workflows and enabling efficient processing of large 

volumes of data. A comparative study evaluating serverless 

data processing frameworks on AWS, Google Cloud 

Platform, and Microsoft Azure [10]. Their findings 

highlighted the advantages of serverless architectures, such 

as data ingestion, serverless frameworks have gained traction 

for their ability to handle diverse data sources and formats 

# Function to store processed data in Amazon S3 

def store_data_s3(data): 
    # Initialize AWS S3 client 

    s3 = boto3.client('s3') 

     
    # Define bucket and object key 

    bucket_name = 'your-bucket-name' 

    object_key = 'path/to/processed/data.json' 
     

    # Store data in S3 bucket 

    s3.put_object(Bucket=bucket_name, Key=object_key, 
Body=json.dumps(data)) 

# Function to trigger downstream processing 

def trigger_processing(data): 
    # Initialize AWS Lambda client 

    lambda_client = boto3.client('lambda') 

     

    # Define parameters for downstream processing Lambda 

function 

    function_name = 'your-downstream-processing-function' 
    invocation_payload = { 

        'data': data 

    } 
     

    # Invoke downstream processing Lambda function 
    lambda_client.invoke( 

        FunctionName=function_name, 

        InvocationType='Event', 
        Payload=json.dumps(invocation_payload) 

    ) 
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efficiently. A serverless data ingestion framework for IoT 

applications, leveraging AWS Lambda and Amazon Kinesis 

to process real-time streaming data [7-8]. Their framework 

demonstrated improved security, scalability, and reduced 

latency compared to traditional approaches [13]. 

 

Furthermore, research has emphasized the importance of 

leveraging managed services provided by cloud providers 

like AWS for building serverless data ingestion pipelines. A 

serverless data ingestion pipeline using AWS services, 

including AWS Lambda, AWS Glue, and Amazon S3, for 

processing and analyzing large datasets [11,15]. Their study 

highlighted the benefits of using managed services for data 

integration, data quality, transformation, and storage [9]. 

Despite the benefits, challenges remain in adopting serverless 

data ingestion frameworks, including cold start latency, 

resource limitations, and vendor lock-in concerns. To address 

these challenges, researchers have proposed optimization 

techniques and best practices for designing efficient 

serverless architectures [12]. The literature underscores the 

growing interest and adoption of serverless computing in 

data processing workflows [5]. As organizations increasingly 

migrate to the cloud and seek scalable, cost-effective 

solutions for data ingestion, serverless frameworks offer a 

compelling approach to meet these demands [6]. This paper 

contributes to this body of literature by introducing a novel 

Serverless Data Ingestion Framework tailored for Amazon 

Web Services, offering organizations a streamlined and 

efficient solution for ingesting and processing data in the 

cloud. 

 
2.1. Study of Objectives 

2.1.1. Simplifying the data ingestion Process 

By leveraging serverless computing, organizations can 

eliminate the need for manual infrastructure provisioning and 

configuration, thereby reducing operational overhead and 

accelerating time-to-value. 

2.1.2. Ensuring scalability and reliability 

The framework leverages AWS services' inherent 

scalability and fault tolerance to handle large volumes of data 

efficiently, ensuring high availability and reliability. 

2.1.3. Optimizing Cost Effectiveness 

Serverless architectures enable organizations to pay only 

for the resources they consume, leading to cost savings 

compared to traditional, resource-based pricing models. 

3. Research and Methodology 
The research methodology outlined above provides a 

systematic framework for investigating the optimization of 

data ingestion processes using a serverless framework on 

Amazon Web Services. By employing a mixed-methods 

approach and leveraging various data collection and 

analytical techniques, the study proposes the direction of 

generating appreciated perceptions besides hands-on 

endorsements aimed at establishments looking to influence 

serverless architectures aimed at data ingestion tasks.  

Table 1 provides technical details of the different 

approaches, including the application developed using Play-

Framework and the platforms on which they were deployed: 

AWS EC2 and AWS Lambda. 

Table 1. Technical details of the different approaches 

Application 
Developed 

(using) 
Deployed On 

Monolith Play-Framework AWS EC2 

Microservice Play-Framework AWS EC2 

AWS Lambda Node.js AWS Lambda 
 

 
Fig. 2 Scenario based cost analysis 

 

The study examined to determine consequences, 

managed S1 20% of the workload, while S2 handled 80%. In 

the third scenario, the workload distribution was reversed 

whereas in the second scenario distributed across both 

services. 

Fig. 3 Average response time for service (s1) during peak periods; 

(adapted from [VGO+16]) 

 

 Fig. 4 Average response time for service (s2) during peak periods 

(adapted from [VGO+16]) 
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The improvement in response time ranges disparity 

arises because all requests for both services must traverse the 

same gateway, which distributes requests to the respective 

services [VGO+16]. Consequently, this gateway becomes a 

bottleneck as it is not optimized for handling high request 

volumes. The AWS Lambda architecture offers even greater 

benefits by significantly reducing costs while maintaining 

relatively stable response times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding AWS Lambda functions, due to the dynamic 

CPU allocation, two distinct configurations are employed in 

separate tests. The initial configuration assigns 1024 MB of 

RAM to the functions. 

 

Deploying applications on Amazon Web Services 

(AWS) Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) involves several steps 

to ensure a seamless and efficient deployment process. AWS 

EC2 offers scalable computing capacity in the cloud, 

allowing users to deploy applications quickly and easily. The 

following overview outlines the deployment process on 

AWS EC2: 

Configuration: The deployment process begins with 

configuring the AWS EC2 instance. Users can choose from 

various instance types, each offering different computing 

resources such as CPU, memory, storage, and networking 

capacity. Additionally, users can select the operating system 

and other configuration settings based on their application 

requirements. 
 

Instance Launch: Once the configuration is complete, 

the next step is to launch the EC2 instance. Users can launch 

one or multiple instances simultaneously, depending on the 

scalability needs of their application. During the instance 

launch, users can specify additional parameters such as 

security groups, key pairs, and IAM roles to control access 

and security settings. 
 

Instance Initialization: After the instance is launched, it 

undergoes initialization, which involves setting up the 

operating system, installing necessary software 

dependencies, and configuring networking settings. Users 

can connect to the instance using SSH or RDP protocols to 

perform further configuration and customization tasks. 
 

Application Deployment: With the instance initialized, 

users can deploy their applications onto the EC2 instance. 

This typically involves transferring application files and 

dependencies to the instance using secure transfer protocols 

such as SCP or SFTP. Users can also leverage deployment 

tools and frameworks such as AWS Code Deploy or AWS 

Elastic Beanstalk for automated deployment processes. 
 

Testing and Validation: Once the application is 

deployed, it undergoes testing and validation to ensure 

proper functionality and performance. Users can run 

automated tests, conduct manual validation, and monitor 

application metrics to identify any issues or performance 

bottlenecks. 
 

Load Balancing and Scaling: For applications requiring 

high availability and scalability, users can configure. 
 

Monitoring and Optimization: After deployment, 

ongoing monitoring and optimization are essential to 

maintain application performance and cost-efficiency. Users 

can leverage AWS CloudWatch to monitor instance metrics 

and set up alarms for critical events. 
 

By following these steps, users can deploy applications 

on AWS EC2 effectively, leveraging the scalability, 

reliability, and flexibility of the AWS cloud infrastructure to 

meet their business needs. 

# Process data (e.g., transform, clean) 

# Import necessary libraries and AWS SDK 
import boto3 

import json 

# Define function to handle data ingestion 
def data_ingestion(event, context): 

    # Extract data from event 

    data = event['data'] 

    processed_data = process_data(data) 

    # Store processed data in Amazon S3 

    store_data_s3(processed_data) 
    # Trigger downstream processing (optional) 

    trigger_processing(processed_data) 

    # Return success response 
    return { 

        'statusCode': 200, 

        'body': json.dumps('Data ingestion successful') 
    } 

# Function to process incoming data 

def process_data(data): 
    # Perform data processing tasks (e.g., transformation, validation) 

    processed_data = data 

    return processed_data 

# Function to store processed data in Amazon S3 

def store_data_s3(data): 
    # Initialize AWS S3 client 

    s3 = boto3.client('s3') 

     
    # Define bucket and object key 

    bucket_name = 'your-bucket-name' 

    object_key = 'path/to/processed/data.json' 
     

    # Store data in S3 bucket 

    s3.put_object(Bucket=bucket_name, Key=object_key, 
Body=json.dumps(data)) 

# Function to trigger downstream processing 

def trigger_processing(data): 
    # Initialize AWS Lambda client 

    lambda_client = boto3.client('lambda') 

     
    # Define parameters for downstream processing Lambda 

function 

    function_name = 'your-downstream-processing-function' 
    invocation_payload = { 

        'data': data 

    } 
     

    # Invoke downstream processing Lambda function 

    lambda_client.invoke( 
        FunctionName=function_name, 

        InvocationType='Event', 

        Payload=json.dumps(invocation_payload) 
    ) 
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Fig. 5 Deployment overview on AWS EC2 
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Fig. 6 Deployment overview on AWS Lambda 
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Fig. 7 Overview over the complete test 

 

Deploying applications on making it ideal for building 

scalable and cost-effective applications. The following 

overview outlines the deployment process on AWS Lambda: 
 

Code Preparation: The deployment process begins with 

preparing the code for deployment to AWS Lambda, Python, 

or C#, besides packaging it along with any necessary 

dependencies into a deployment package. 
 

Function Configuration: After creating the Lambda 

function, developers configure additional settings such as 

environment variables, resource permissions, and event 

triggers. Environment variables can be used to pass 

configuration parameters to the function, while resource 

permissions define the AWS services and resources the 

function can access. 
 

Deployment: With the Lambda function configured, 

developers deploy the function to the Testing: After 

deployment, developers can test the Lambda function to 

ensure it behaves as expected. AWS Lambda provides a 

testing interface where developers can invoke the function 

manually and view the results. Developers can also set up 

automated tests using AWS Lambda's integration with AWS 

Code Pipeline or other testing frameworks. 
 

Monitoring and Logging: Once deployed, developers 

can monitor the performance and health of the Lambda 

function using AWS CloudWatch. CloudWatch provides 

metrics, logs, and alarms that help developers track function 

invocations, errors, and performance metrics. Developers can 

set up custom metrics and alarms to alert them of any issues 

or anomalies. 

 

AWS Lambda automatically provisions and scales 

resources to handle incoming traffic, ensuring high 

availability and performance without manual intervention. 

By following these steps, developers can deploy applications 

on AWS Lambda efficiently, taking advantage of the 

serverless computing model to build scalable, cost-effective, 

and low-maintenance applications.  

 
In the first configuration, functions are allocated 1024 

MB of memory to conduct their own health checks before 

forwarding requests to the new instance, adding another 30 

seconds to the process. Additionally, the time required for 

data measurement, scaling decisions, and monitoring the 

impact of scaling measures must also be considered. 

 
3.1. Findings 

3.1.1. Increased Scalability 

The implementation of a serverless data ingestion 

framework on Amazon Web Services (AWS) has 

demonstrated significant improvements in scalability. The 

framework effectively handles varying workloads and data 

volumes, ensuring seamless performance during peak 

periods. 

 
3.1.2. Cost Efficiency 

By leveraging serverless technologies on AWS, 

organizations can achieve cost savings compared to 

traditional infrastructure setups. The pay-as-you-go model 

minimizes overhead costs associated with maintaining and 

scaling infrastructure, leading to more efficient resource 

utilization. 
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3.1.3. Enhanced Flexibility 

The serverless architecture of the data ingestion 

framework offers greater flexibility in deploying and 

managing data pipelines. It allows for rapid development and 

deployment of new data processing workflows, enabling 

organizations to adapt to changing business requirements 

more effectively. 

3.1.4. Improved Time to Market 

With serverless technologies, organizations can expedite 

the development and deployment of data ingestion pipelines. 

This accelerated time-to-market enables faster access to 

insights and analytics, empowering decision-making 

processes. 

3.2. Suggestions 

3.2.1. Implement Monitoring and Alerting 

Set up performance bottlenecks, errors, then anomalies 

within the data ingestion framework. Leverage AWS to gain 

insights into system behavior and performance metrics. 

3.2.2. Enhance Security Measures 

Strengthen audit access logs to ensure compliance with 

data protection regulations. 

3.2.3.  Embrace Serverless Best Practices 

Adhere to serverless best practices such as leveraging 

managed services, minimizing cold starts, optimizing 

function size and memory allocation, and implementing 

idempotent operations to maximize efficiency and reliability. 

4. Conclusion 
In the decision, the implementation of a serverless data 

ingestion framework on Amazon Web Services (AWS) 

offers a myriad of benefits for organizations seeking efficient 

and scalable data processing solutions. Through the 

utilization of AWS Lambda, Amazon S3, and other 

serverless services, organizations can achieve enhanced 

scalability, cost efficiency, and flexibility in managing data 

pipelines.  

 

The findings of this framework demonstrate the 

effectiveness of serverless architectures in handling varying 

workloads and enabling rapid deployment of data processing 

workflows. “As Per Dr.Naveen Prasadula Furthermore”, the 

suggestions provided offer insights into optimizing resource 

allocation, enhancing security measures, and embracing 

serverless best practices to maximize the performance and 

reliability of the data ingestion framework. As organizations 

continue to harness the power of serverless computing on 

AWS, it is imperative to remain vigilant in monitoring 

performance metrics, addressing security concerns, and 

refining operational processes. With the right approach and 

strategic implementation, a serverless data ingestion 

framework on AWS can empower organizations to unlock 

new insights, drive informed decision-making, and accelerate 

their journey towards digital transformation. 
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